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THE ABILITY TO OFFER HOLISTIC, HOUSEHOLD LEVEL
SOLUTIONS THAT HELP IMPROVE INVESTOR OUTCOMES
is an increasingly important differentiator for financial advisors and wealth
management firms. Key to satisfying both advisor and investor needs is balancing
automation and scalability with mass portfolio customization. Technology
platforms that support investment management integrated with goals based
planning are well positioned to serve wealth and advisory firms looking to
offer these services to their clients. Charles River convened a panel to discuss
the growing demand for household-level solutions, and technology requirements
and deployment options for firms evaluating platform providers.
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What’s currently driving change in the wealth advisory industry?
Firms are challenged by margin compression, and it impacts every advisor, bank trust division, and broker
dealer in the wealth space. Advisors are looking at low cost investments like ETFs and indexing. They’re
also facing historically high market valuations and the uneasy feeling that revenue lines won’t be sustainable in
a downturn. As a result, organizations are starting to look at what is required to scale their businesses, eliminate
manual processes and move towards automation in how the investment management process is assembled and
distributed. The end goal is to gain cost efficiencies by manufacturing a robust and repeatable investment process.
At the other extreme, but equally important, is the ability to support portfolio customization that provides
clients with an individualized experience and addresses their financial goals and needs.
Echoing Paul’s assessment, margin compression is a growing challenge across the industry. In response,
more advisors are offering value-added services, like household-based portfolio management and
financial planning. The challenge Paul alluded to is offering portfolio customization at scale. Balancing those
competing initiatives is difficult.

Clients increasingly demand and expect a
customized, individualized experience from
their advisors. However, whether an advisor
has 100 or 1,000 clients, the ability to offer
customization at the client level is all but
impossible without technology.

What client needs or challenges are institutions focused on solving, and what
solutions are they delivering?
Clients increasingly demand and expect a customized, individualized experience from their advisors.
However, whether an advisor has 100 or 1,000 clients, the ability to offer customization at the client
level is all but impossible without technology. Therefore, whether the driver is margin compression or client
demand, institutions need to individualize the customer/client experience across the investment process.
A common theme for this discussion is the growing amount of data that can be leveraged across a
household given the additional accounts and positions. The ability to consume this amount of data in a
very efficient, repeatable way is a challenge that technology vendors are tasked with. In order for advisors to offer
value-added services, our basic challenge is dealing with this data on a go-forward basis and making it seamless
for the top market participants so that additional services can be added at little or no cost.

Let’s define the concept of household-based solutions and “householding”.
“Householding” refers to a group of accounts connected through a family relationship. It could be
multi-generational, it could be single generation. My wife, my kids, my own accounts, could be one
household. If it’s multi-generational my parents’ accounts could also be included. The whole point of householding
is to bring a broader perspective into wealth management by looking at this larger entity in a more holistic way
and from every possible angle so that goals are achieved, and the impact of the decision-making is assessed in a
more accurate fashion.

Are household-based solutions nice-to-have or must-have capabilities?
In 2019, it’s a must-have. Although household-level
wealth management has been around for years, the
financial crash of 2008 stopped most organizations from focusing
on anything other than survival. When the markets and general
economy stabilized, technology firms resumed the evolution
process of their businesses. Now organizations don’t have a
choice but to reassess how they create capacity by modifying
and reassembling the investment management and end client
experience.

COMING TO TERMS
WITH THE IMPACT
OF TECHNOLOGY IN
CREATING SCALE
AND CUSTOMIZATION
SIMULTANEOUSLY WILL
BE KEY TO REMAINING
COMPETITIVE.

Think of what automation did to the automobile assembly
business, or what Netflix did to the local Blockbuster store. Netflix
fundamentally changed how the client experience was assembled and distributed and it put Blockbuster out of
business. While I don’t think it will put an end to advisory firms, at least in the near term, coming to terms with
the impact of technology in creating scale and customization simultaneously will be key to remaining competitive.
Householding technology as an enabler is ready for scale. It’s no longer a pipe dream, for the simple
reason that computing power has increased significantly as hardware prices fall. Massive volumes of
data can be analyzed quickly, and connectivity can be established with multiple vendors and multiple entities
including custodians.

Do you think that the evolution of technology has ramped up that need, and
increased the volume of adoption?
Certainly. As overlay and householding solution providers gain traction in the marketplace and change
the nature of the manufacturing process, and the underpinnings of the business model, adoption will
continue to increase. Organizations will face increasing competitive pressures from their peers that have retooled
and achieved scale and are able to deliver mass portfolio customization.
By way of analogy, if a small town had one restaurant, a modest number of guests might be expected to visit,
but if you had 10 good restaurants, that town could become a destination for foodies. I think it’s the case here,
too; as multiple vendors launch new technology it changes the nature of the financial industry manufacturing on
the whole, and in turn will increase the speed of adoption across the wealth advisory community.

Empowering the advisor and/or portfolio
manager with the ability to easily “slice and
dice” information into consumable formats
for their clients’ use is critical. At the heart
of this is the assumption that the financial
advisor is the quarterback of this relationship.
What foundational requirements must a solutions provider support in order to
offer a holistic, household-oriented portfolio management solution?
Architecturally, it would be great to have all accounts comprising a household in one place, but that’s
not reality. So, having an open architecture that supports data aggregation across multiple data sources
is at the top of the list. Once you aggregate the data, data visualization is important as well. Those are mostly the
architectural considerations.
Aggregating data and making it easily consumable by the advisor is the objective. As a general statement, this
is because you’re dealing with larger dollar amounts from an AUM standpoint and you’re dealing with different
strategies that are not typical in a wealth management environment. More complex investments like hedge funds,
private equity, and other alternative investments all have idiosyncrasies that must be handled and integrated
correctly. Not every portfolio management solution supports those asset classes. This larger pool of assets requires
more sophisticated risk monitoring, surveillance, and portfolio tracking against the preset goals codified in an
Investment Policy Statement (IPS).
At the heart of this is the assumption that the financial advisor is the quarterback of this relationship. Empowering
the advisor and/or portfolio manager with the ability to easily “slice and dice” information into consumable formats
for their clients’ use is critical.
It’s about automating the complexity that currently relies on manual processing, whether that’s data
aggregation or smart technologies that deliver tax management, asset allocation and timing of asset
sales. One of the key challenges in the industry is to make sophisticated technology accessible and understandable
to our marketplace and the clients that use it.

What challenges do wealth solutions providers face in providing efficient,
scalable, household-based solutions to a marketplace that is increasingly
demanding it?
There are definitely big obstacles when dealing with
households as far as what to do with these assets,
how to make decisions in the presence of multiple options, where
assets can go, where sales can be executed, how cash is raised,
and accordingly in which accounts the purchases can be placed.
Underscoring what Paul said, the most critical part is asset
allocation and investing in-line with an investment policy
statement across multiple taxable and tax-exempt accounts.
This also requires data aggregation across multiple custodians.
The ability to transfer assets between custodians is also part of
the new paradigm, which presents a unique challenge for vendors.
Tax management across multiple accounts, as opposed to doing
it in a single account adds further complexity. These are all key
requirements for a portfolio management solution.

OVERLAY AND
HOUSEHOLDING
CAPABILITY IS A POSITIVE,
TRANSFORMATIONAL
TECHNOLOGY. THIS
IMPARTS THE FUNCTIONAL
EQUIVALENT OF A
BUSINESS MODEL
RESTRUCTURING INSIDE
THE WEALTH MANAGEMENT
ORGANIZATION.

I also see clients realizing that they need to deal with the business model impact of technology and
the resulting changes it imparts. Overlay and householding capability is a positive, transformational
technology. This imparts the functional equivalent of a business model restructuring inside the wealth management
organization. Again, all for the good, because it changes even areas which you might not think about, like your
investment policies and procedures.
It alters how you talk about your investment process to clients and prospects and it can potentially increase
margins and profitability. It’s a far-reaching and broad repositioning of the wealth management business model,
with great potential upside.
The business model comment is a really good point. Not all of these challenges are technological
in nature. Here at Charles River, for example, we’re pulling in other teams like legal and business
development to negotiate commercial agreements for interfacing with other solution vendors.

How does Charles River plan to continue enhancing its household
management capabilities?
We’re already tackling the data aggregation component, enabling clients to bring different types of nonnative data into the platform, and building a data visualization solution to help advisors gain insights
from their data. We are also building out our communication hub which lets managers and sponsors exchange
account data and models in a streamlined manner. Additionally, detecting wash sales and gauging the impact of
asset sales across the household are both on our roadmap.
Because our wealth management solution is built on an institutional platform, we have broad asset class and
strategy support, but adding new instruments and geographies to the platform is an ongoing task.

How are funds considering solving this need - with standalone, point solutions,
or integration with other systems and platform providers?
In general, organizations are rightfully wary about taking on too much. Large organizations might have
a need to reconsider a core system of record, an overlay technology, and an investment management
platform technology to help scale their investment manufacturing. I’ve never seen an organization take on all of
that at once and be able to continue running their business well.
In my experience, organizations with over $8B assets under management in their wealth affiliates usually opt
for a point solution. Smaller firms, certainly those with under $2B in AUM in their wealth complexes, almost always
look for a one-stop shop. The embedded overlay technology likely won’t be best of breed, but small organizations
tend to sacrifice excellence in any one-point solution for the sake of convenience.

Is this viewed as a solution implemented by a central overlay team or
functionality that’s needed at the advisor level? How do you see these
capabilities coming together, and what types of services are we trying to
embed in the configuration of a core application?
I think the financial adviser is still the quarterback, doing all the legwork and putting the plan together.
But the analysis and overall implementation of the final product can either be done by the financial
advisor or a centralized entity doing lots of implementations across multiple financial advisors. We make the
analysis tools available to both financial advisors and a centralized group.
Based on our conversations with clients and prospects, we’ve seen the financial advisor’s role migrate towards
relationship management, setting investment boundaries and goals, putting the plan together, but having “the
experts” implement the solution. We also have financial advisors using the solution in its entirety.
Larger organizations tend to implement with an internal advisor, a centralized advisor team, while
allowing some degree of freedom for the advisor in-line with predefined boundaries. Smaller firms, say
below $8B in AUM, are increasingly looking at outsourced CIOs to run the overlay technology and householding
capability on their behalf.

Based on our conversations with clients and prospects,
we’ve seen the financial advisor’s role migrate
towards relationship management, setting investment
boundaries and goals, putting the plan together, but
having “the experts” implement the solution. We also
have financial advisors using the solution in its entirety.

Final thoughts?

THE ABILITY TO WORK
WITH VENDORS
WHO HAVE FLEXIBLE
DEPLOYMENTS, WHO
HAVE CONFIGURATION
OPTIONS TO MEET YOUR
BUSINESS REQUIREMENTS
IS INCREASINGLY CRITICAL.

Household level solutions are increasingly table stakes,
based on what we are seeing in RFP’s, technology
searches and prospect conversations.
Flexibility in the deployment and configuration of
technology platforms is key to success. There’s no
one-size-fits-all solution. The ability to work with vendors who
have flexible deployments, who have configuration options to
meet your business requirements is increasingly critical.

NEXT STEPS:

Contact us to schedule a demo or visit crd.com.
Learn more about our differentiated solutions for wealth managers,
RIA’s, financial advisors and sponsors below.
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Consolidating Manager/Sponsor Communication
on a Single Platform
In the wealth management industry, communication between
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managers and sponsors can be challenging. With few integrated,

Key Capabilities and Benefits

industry-standard communication platforms, industry

· Enables automated and
streamlined communication
between managers and sponsors

participants find themselves saddled with numerous products
and multiple workflows for communicating model updates,
trades/allocations, and intra-day account instructions.
The Charles River Wealth Hub is a multi-tenant, SaaS-deployed
communication platform built specifically for managers to
streamline sponsor communications. Rather than relying on
email and learning multiple interfaces to upload information
separately into each sponsor’s platform, managers access one
platform for all communications, where information can be
securely received from and distributed to applicable sponsors in
a single click.

Charles River Wealth Hub Features

· Consolidated communication
dashboards
· Secure, single click distribution
of model updates to all applicable
sponsors
· Replaces email exchanges and
provides more reliable, secure
and auditable transmission of
data
· Helps eliminate low-value,
error-prone manual workflows
· Supports model management,
account requests, order
workflows, and receiving
positions and tax lot data from
sponsors

Available as part of Charles River’s enterprise solution with support
for non-Charles River managers, the Charles River Wealth Hub helps

Charles River Everywhere helps investment professionals manage and
monitor portfolios in real time. The application provides professionals
with a consistent digital experience across devices. Portfolio managers
can monitor portfolio holdings, track asset allocation exposures, and
see the latest trade information. Other professionals may view alerts
and take appropriate action, including responding to new compliance
issues. Charles River Everywhere also allows financial advisors to
make in-person client meetings more interactive with graphical
reporting and real-time portfolio information.

Real-Time Portfolio Management
Firms can more effectively manage multi-asset portfolios with Charles River Everywhere:
· Monitor portfolio events such as cash deposits, portfolio drift, and account openings via notification dashboards
· Create/manage asset allocation or security models
· Utilize suitability attributes to ensure that models are appropriate for client risk profiles
· Assess exposure in categories such as asset classes, sectors and currencies
· View top or bottom 10 holdings based on real-time trade and valuation data
· Create orders and track them through execution
· View account information, including model, benchmark, portfolio, and manager data
· Filter accounts to view specific security holdings and identify exceptions such as portfolio drift
· Review the effect of proposed orders on a portfolio’s exposure profile in real time
· Schedule recurring invest/raise cash events
· Monitor compliance alerts, warnings and contributing factors, and resolve compliance issues

connect asset managers and sponsors.
Model Management facilitates the creation, maintenance, administration, and distribution of models along with support of
model history, versioning and comparisons, and simultaneous publishing of models to multiple sponsors.

Minimizing Performance Dispersion
between Models and SMAs
Academic researchers found that “performance of portfolios in models-based managed account programs can
sometimes diverge from the separately managed account (SMA) strategies they aim to track. Some performance
differences can be expected, due to the timing of trades and rebalancing processes, overlay managers and model
providers say. However, when unexpected or outsized performance dispersion does occur, it should be a cause
for concern both for advisory program sponsors and the underlying managers providing the models.”
Performance dispersion impacts both large and small managers, regardless of the number of accounts under
management. The reputational risk inflicted can lead to client attrition and compromised partnership opportunities.
This Insight examines the causes of performance dispersion and how Charles River’s Wealth Management
Solution helps asset managers and sponsors mitigate those risks.

What drives Performance Dispersion?
COMMUNICATING TRADE INSTRUCTIONS: While a trade instruction is conceptually simple, specifying the security identifier,
target weight, and whether to buy or sell; the timeliness and accuracy with which trade instructions are transmitted can significantly
impact account performance.
The lack of an industry standard means asset managers have to access a different interface for each sponsor’s platform in
order to communicate trade instructions and model updates. This is both cumbersome and error prone, and often results in
miscommunication, delayed instructions, and lost opportunities.
Trade instructions lacking sufficient detail can also impact performance. Examples include using market orders in place of limit
orders, and handling round lot issues correctly in accounts with smaller balances.
TRADE TIMING AND EXECUTION QUALITY: In fast moving, event-driven equity markets, the ability to execute trades intraday
can have an outsized impact on performance. Overlay platforms that introduce significant time delays between receiving a trade
instruction and executing it will disadvantage that manager’s clients. Illiquid fixed income markets pose a different challenge,
forcing asset managers to locate bonds that comply with the model’s intent, and determine whether the bonds are fairly valued.
Demonstrating and documenting best execution is increasingly a regulatory obligation, most notably under MiFID II. This is forcing
asset managers to rethink which brokers and venues they execute with, and publish objective determinations of execution quality
for both clients and regulators.
MODEL SUPPORT: Differences in how rebalancing is implemented also impacts performance. Some programs only work with static
models, where security weightings stay fixed, while others only support dynamic models where weightings can shift in response to
market volatility.

Request Handling provides support for cash invest/raise, harvest, account opening/termination requests and request
retrieval and status updates.
Order/Executed Allocation Handling enables communication of open orders and executed allocations to sponsors with an

Uncovering Performance Dispersion

order and allocation dashboard to review status changes and execution information.

Remediating performance dispersion requires the ability to find it. Back office accounting systems are typically incapable of
providing SMA-centric views of account performance, trades and balances. This makes detecting and diagnosing account problems
difficult and often impossible.

Beginning of Day (BOD) Positions/Tax Lots and Client Restrictions supports receipt of reconciled BOD positions and tax
lots from sponsors and retrieval of client restrictions.
Catalog Management Tools allow for the creation and maintenance of model strategies and product catalogs along with

SLEEVE LEVEL VISIBILITY: Since each account sleeve can conceivably be under the control of a different asset manager, managers
need the ability to decompose performance at the sleeve level. Aggregated account performance numbers lack the requisite detail
for determining which managers are experiencing divergence from their models and analyzing the underlying causes.

summary receipts of connection requests sent by individual sponsors.
Management Tools create and maintain users, reset passwords, assign, modify, or revoke user entitlements.

UNDERSTANDING PERFORMANCE: Measuring and attributing performance requires asset-class specific methodologies.
Accounts often contain multiple asset classes and instruments, denominated in different currencies. The ability to accurately
calculate return, contribution, and attribution for each account, across a variety of timeframes and user-defined classification levels
is required to help asset managers identify accounts that have deviated significantly from their model or benchmark.
Screenshots are for informative purposes only; no live data being used.
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CHARLES RIVER DEVELOPMENT, A STATE STREET COMPANY
Charles River enables sound and efficient investing across all asset classes. Investment firms in more than 30 countries use Charles River IMS to
manage more than US$25 Trillion in assets as of April 2019 in the institutional investment, wealth management and hedge fund industries.
Our Software as a Service-based solution (SaaS) is designed to automate and simplify investment management on a single platform – from
portfolio management and risk analytics through trading and post-trade settlement, with integrated compliance and managed data throughout.
Headquartered in Burlington, Massachusetts, we support clients globally with more than 925 employees in 11 regional offices.
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